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OnSpec™ Table Shield is a modular system of acrylic space dividers and personal

protective barriers that can be easily field modified and adjusted to accommodate a variety of 
configurations without the use  of tools. Parts can be used to create adjacent spaces of equal or varying  
widths. A table position shield can be a stand-alone unit or used in conjunction with additional 
components to form multiple user stations. They can be assembled and reconfigured at any time. 

All panel parts are made of sturdy 1/8” Acrylic  (clear or frosted) with polished edges and eased  
radiused corners. The standard height is 24”.  The three standard widths are 48”, 32” and 24”. There 
are two options for the acrylic finish:  CLEAR transparent and FROSTED translucent. 

The corner connectors are made of durable clear Lexan acrylic. Base connectors can be attached to all 
types of surfaces by means of clear REMO tape (like the Command™ products). They will not damage 
surfaces and are relocatable. 

Components:  

Face Panels: 

  TSS4824  TSS3224  
 Face Panel    Face Panel   Face/Side Panel

Connectors: 

        2-way                                4-way                                 base - includes REMO tape 

Prices shown are packed and cartoned for shipment F.O.B. Walker, MI 49544 

Custom or modified sizes are available if specific measurements are required. Please contact 

us for pricing. 
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   $    105         $  8 0  TSS2424 $ 65 

$ 8.50 $ 8.50 
$ 8.50 
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Face panels are assembled using side panels with corner connectors.  Stand- alone or connected 
adjacent stations can be assembled. The configurations can be Single sided or Double sided and 
reconfigured at any time using combinations of panels and connectors.  

Commonly used configurations: 
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